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From their beginnings, campuses emerged as hotbeds of traditions and folklore. American college students
inhabit a culture with its own slang, stories, humor, beliefs, rituals, and pranks. Simon J. Bronner
takes a long, engaging look at American campus life and how it is shaped by students and at the same
time shapes the values of all who pass through it. The archetypes of absent-minded profs, fumbling
jocks, and curve-setting dweebs are the stuff of legend and humor, along with the all-nighters,
tailgating parties, and initiations that mark campus tradition—and student identities. Undergraduates in
their hallowed halls embrace distinctive traditions because the experience of higher education
precariously spans childhood and adulthood, parental and societal authority, home and corporation, play
and work. Bronner traces historical changes in these traditions. The predominant context has shifted
from what he calls the “old-time college,” small in size and strong in its sense of community, to mass
society’s “mega-university,” a behemoth that extends beyond any campus to multiple branches and
offshoots throughout a state, region, and sometimes the globe. One might assume that the mega-university
has dissolved collegiate traditions and displaced the old-time college, but Bronner finds the opposite.
Student needs for social belonging in large universities and a fear of losing personal control have
given rise to distinctive forms of lore and a striving for retaining the pastoral “campus feel” of the
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old-time college. The folkloric material students spout, and sprout, in response to these needs is
varied but it is tied together by its invocation of tradition and social purpose. Beneath the veil of
play, students work through tough issues of their age and environment. They use their lore to suggest
ramifications, if not resolution, of these issues for themselves and for their institutions. In the
process, campus traditions are keys to the development of American culture.Esta tesis se interesa en
identificar las oportunidades creativas que les puede ofrecer, a los diseñadores, artistas,
comunicadores y creadores, el uso de la programación de computadoras y de las tecnologías libres en el
ejercicio de su quehacer profesional. Para esto se analizan algunas tecnologías creadas en el seno de
las culturas Hacker-Maker que pueden empoderarlos e inspirarlos. También se exploran posibles
oportunidades creativas que pueden surgir cuando diseñadores, artistas y creadores dejan de ser
consumidores pasivos de tecnologías para el ejercicio de su quehacer profesional. Se identifica además,
la necesidad de crear y explorar estrategias para que ellos puedan tener más control sobre las
tecnologías que usan, para adaptarlas a las necesidades específicas en sus procesos creativos.A lively
introduction to MIT hacks, from the police car on the Great Dome to the abduction of the Caltech cannon.
An MIT "hack" is an ingenious, benign, and anonymous prank or practical joke, often requiring
engineering or scientific expertise and often pulled off under cover of darkness—instances of campus
mischief sometimes coinciding with April Fool's Day, final exams, or commencement. (It should not be
confused with the sometimes non-benign phenomenon of computer hacking.) Noteworthy MIT hacks over the
years include the legendary Harvard–Yale Football Game Hack (when a weather balloon emblazoned “MIT”
popped out of the ground near the 50-yard line), the campus police car found perched on the Great Dome,
the apparent disappearance of the Institute president's office, and a faux cathedral (complete with
stained glass windows, organ, and wedding ceremony) in a lobby. Hacks are by their nature ephemeral,
although they live on in the memory of both perpetrators and spectators. Nightwork, drawing on the MIT
Museum's unique collection of hack-related photographs and other materials, describes and documents the
best of MIT's hacks and hacking culture. This generously illustrated updated edition has added coverage
of such recent hacks as the cross-country abduction of rival Caltech's cannon (a prank requiring months
of planning, intricate choreography, and last-minute improvisation), a fire truck on the Dome that
marked the fifth anniversary of 9/11, and numerous pokes at the celebrated Frank Gehry-designed Stata
Center, and even a working solar-powered Red Line subway car on the Great Dome. Hacks have been said to
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express the essence of MIT, providing, as alumnus Andre DeHon observes, "an opportunity to demonstrate
creativity and know-how in mastering the physical world." What better way to mark the 150th anniversary
of MIT's founding than to commemorate its native ingenuity with this new edition of Nightwork?In
Practically Joking, the first full-length study of the practical joke, Moira Marsh examines the value,
artistry, and social significance of this ancient and pervasive form of vernacular expression. Though
they are sometimes dismissed as the lowest form of humor, practical jokes come from a lively tradition
of expressive play. They can reveal both sophistication and intellectual satisfaction, with the best
demanding significant skill and talent not only to conceive but also to execute. Practically Joking
establishes the practical joke as a folk art form subject to critical evaluation by both practitioners
and audiences, operating under the guidance of local aesthetic and ethical canons. Marsh studies the
range of genres that pranks comprise; offers a theoretical look at the reception of practical jokes
based on “benign transgression”—a theory that sees humor as playful violation—and uses real-life
examples of practical jokes in context to establish the form’s varieties and meanings as an independent
genre, as well as its inextricable relationship with a range of folklore forms. Scholars of folklore,
humor, and popular culture will find much of interest in Practically Joking.Il presente volume è
finalizzato al raggiungimento di diversi obiettivi: operare una ricostruzione critica e unitaria del
fenomeno degli hackers; superare le concezioni sensazionalistiche e superficiali che lo hanno travisato;
analizzarne gli aspetti involutivi ed evolutivi mettendo in luce i profili giuridicamente rilevanti;
valutare il contributo degli hackers e della loro etica alla costruzione della società contemporanea;
studiare il ruolo della disobbedienza civile e dell’hacktivism alla luce della crisi delle moderne
democrazie rappresentative e della società globalizzata; delineare alcune possibili prospettive del
fenomeno. Una simile indagine, che abbraccia problematiche diverse, ha richiesto una considerazione
unitaria ed interdisciplinare dell’hacking. Caratterizzato da un’etica dirompente, è espressione
dell’agire di un uomo che vuole essere artefice del proprio destino e che può contribuire anche a
migliorare quello altrui grazie alla condivisione delle proprie idee. In una società caratterizzata da
molteplici elementi critici, soprattutto in ambito informatico-giuridico, ciò non è tuttavia facile. Gli
effetti della rivoluzione tecnologica hanno infatti modificato la società contemporanea rendendo
problematica l’attività di legislatori e magistrati, in un mondo in cui i confini tradizionali fra gli
stati sono sempre più labili e quelli digitali quasi inesistenti; in esso sorgono nuovi soggetti che
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pretendono di far sentire la propria voce e di esprimere consenso e dissenso non solo nel proprio stato
e verso i propri rappresentanti ma anche nella società globale. Tuttavia, l’interazione, a diversi
livelli, è spesso virtuale e posta in essere mediante strumenti informatici e reti telematiche, in
comunità reali e virtuali (inclusi i siti di social network). Il sensazionalismo che caratterizza nuovi
e vecchi media ha tuttavia portato a travisare la figura degli hackers, soggetti ben distinti dai
criminali informatici ma ad essi normalmente parificati, nonostante la loro etica sia basata su principi
che richiamano quelli democratici. Un recupero di tale etica può assumere una fondamentale importanza
nella Società dell’informazione, ove molti fenomeni, sinora legati alla materialità della realtà
fattuale, assumono valenze nuove in seguito allo sviluppo delle tecnologie informatiche: basti pensare
alla disobbedienza civile elettronica, che può diventare una forma assai efficace di espressione del
dissenso. In tale quadro, compiutamente analizzato nel presente volume, gli hackers, oggi più che in
passato, possono fornire un prezioso apporto nello sviluppo di una società che cambia forse troppo in
fretta e contribuire al rispetto di quei principi di democrazia e libertà troppo spesso proclamati e
contestualmente violati.The author is dead, long live the author! This paradox has shaped discussions on
authorship since at least the 1960s, when the dominant notion of the individual author-genius was first
critically questioned. The ongoing discussion has mainly focused on literature and the arts, but has
ignored nearly any artistic practice beyond these two fields. “Constructions of Media Authorship” aims
to fill this gap: the volume’s interdisciplinary contributions reflect historical and current artistic
practices within various media and attempt to grasp them from different perspectives. The first part
sheds a new light on different artistic and design practices and questions the still dominant view on
the individual identifiable author. The second part discusses creative practices in literature,
emphasizing the interrelation of aesthetic discourses and media practices. The third part investigates
authoring in audiovisual media, especially film and TV, while the final part turns to electronic and
digital media and their collective creativity and hybrid mediality. The volume is also an attempt to
develop new methodological approaches, focusing on the interplay between various human and non-human
actors in different media constellations.Published annually since 1985, the Handbook series provides a
compendium of thorough and integrative literature reviews on a diverse array of topics of interest to
the higher education scholarly and policy communities. Each chapter provides a comprehensive review of
research findings on a selected topic, critiques the research literature in terms of its conceptual and
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methodological rigor and sets forth an agenda for future research intended to advance knowledge on the
chosen topic. The Handbook focuses on a comprehensive set of central areas of study in higher education
that encompasses the salient dimensions of scholarly and policy inquiries undertaken in the
international higher education community. Each annual volume contains chapters on such diverse topics as
research on college students and faculty, organization and administration, curriculum and instruction,
policy, diversity issues, economics and finance, history and philosophy, community colleges, advances in
research methodology and more. The series is fortunate to have attracted annual contributions from
distinguished scholars throughout the world.How MIT's first nine presidents helped transform the
Institute from a small technical school into a major research university. MIT was founded in 1861 as a
polytechnic institute in Boston's Back Bay, overshadowed by its neighbor across the Charles River,
Harvard University. Harvard offered a classical education to young men of America's ruling class; the
early MIT trained men (and a few women) from all parts of society as engineers for the nation's
burgeoning industries. Over the years, MIT expanded its mission and ventured into other fields—pure
science, social science, the humanities—and established itself in Cambridge as Harvard's enduring rival.
In A Widening Sphere, Philip Alexander traces MIT's evolution from polytechnic to major research
institution through the lives of its first nine presidents, exploring how the ideas, outlook, approach,
and personality of each shaped the school's intellectual and social cultures. Alexander describes, among
otherthings, the political skill and entrepreneurial spirit of founder and first president, William
Rogers; institutional growing pains under John Runkle; Francis Walker's campaign to broaden the
curriculum, especially in the social sciences, and to recruit first-rate faculty; James Crafts, whose
heart lay in research, not administration; Henry Pritchett's thwarted effort to merge with Harvard
(after which he decamped to the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching); Richard
Maclaurin's successful strategy to move the institute to Cambridge, after considering other sites
(including a golfclub in Brighton); the brilliant, progressive Ernest Nichols, who succumbed to chronic
illness and barely held office; Samuel Stratton's push towards a global perspective; and Karl Compton's
vision for a new kind of Institute—a university polarized around science and technology. Through these
interlocking yet independent portraits, Alexander reveals the inner workings of a complex and dynamic
community of innovators.Reed would die to work for Victoria McCoy--and she may get the chance to do just
that Reed Monroe chose Salem University for one reason: the opportunity to study with Victoria McCoy,
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writer-in-residence and bestselling author of horror fiction. When she learns that a lingering illness
is preventing McCoy from teaching any classes, Reed starts a fan club for other McCoy obsessives.
Although it only attracts a few members, the club is her passion until she hears about the opportunity
of a lifetime: Victoria McCoy is hiring a new assistant. It's a job that any horror fan would kill for.
After she's hired, Reed learns that the position was open because the last assistant disappeared, and
that every one of McCoy's employees has vanished mysteriously. To survive freshman year, Reed must
confront the possibility that her idol might be a murderer. This ebook features an illustrated biography
of Diane Hoh including rare photos and never-before-seen documents from the author's personal
collection.This third volume of Gyllenbok's encyclopaedia of historical metrology comprises the second
part of the compendium of measurement systems and currencies of all sovereign states of the modern World
(J-Z). Units of measurement are of vital importance in every civilization through history. Since the
early ages, man has through necessity devised various measures to assist him in everyday life. They have
enabled and continue to enable us to trade in commonly and equitably understood amounts, and to
investigate, understand, and control the chemical, physical, and biological processes of the natural
world. The encyclopeadia will be of use not only to historians of science and technology, but also to
economic and social historians and should be in every major academic and national library as standard
reference work on the topic.Amazon.com????????How digital networks and services bring the issues of
archives out of the realm of institutions and into the lives of everyday users Archives have become a
nexus in the wake of the digital turn. Electronic files, search engines, video sites, and media player
libraries make the concepts of “archival” and “retrieval” practically synonymous with the experience of
interconnected computing. Archives today are the center of much attention but few agendas. Can archives
inform the redistribution of power and resources when the concept of the public library as an
institution makes knowledge and culture accessible to all members of society regardless of social or
economic status? This book sets out to show that archives need our active support and continuing
engagement. This volume offers three distinct perspectives on the present status of archives that are at
once in disagreement and solidarity with each other, from contributors whose backgrounds cut across the
theory–practice divide. Is the increasing digital storage of knowledge pushing us toward a turning point
in its democratization? Can archives fulfill their paradoxical potential as utopian sites in which the
analog and the digital, the past and future, and remembrance and forgetting commingle? Is there a
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downside to the present-day impulse toward total preservation?Horne Fisher ist das selbstbezeichnete
»Schwarze Schaf« einer englischen Aristokratenfamilie. Er ist der Mann, der zu viel weiß; er kennt wie
kein Zweiter die Motive und Abgründe der »oberen Zehntausend« und die moralische Anfälligkeit der
Politiker. Im Unterschied zu seinem berühmten Kollegen, dem freundlichen und rechtschaffenen Pater
Brown, ist er ein kühler Kopf und Zyniker. Mit bitterer, britischer Ironie begleiten wir Mr Fischer bei
der Aufklärung der Mordfälle, Erpressungen und politischen Ränkespiele, die vorgeblich zum Schutze
Englands und der Krone begangen werden, aber nur meist niederen Beweggründen entspringen. Der Band
enthält 8 Kurzgeschichten: - Das Gesicht in der Schießscheibe (The Face in the Target) - Der
verschwundene Prinz (The Vanishing Prince) - Die Seele eines Schulknaben (The Soul of the Schoolboy) Der bodenlose Brunnen (The Bottomless Well) - Das Loch in der Mauer (The Hole in the Wall) - Die
Liebhaberei eines Anglers (The Fad of the Fisherman) - Der Narr der Familie (The Temple of Silence) Die Rache der Statue (The Vengeance of the Statue) »Ja, wissen Sie denn nicht«, bemerkte er ruhig, »dass
ich der Narr der Familie bin?« »Muss eine kluge Familie sein«, sagte Harold March lächelnd. »Sehr hübsch
gesagt«, erwiderte Fisher. »Das ist der Vorteil einer literarischen Laufbahn. Na, vielleicht ist es
übertrieben, zu sagen, dass ich der Narr der Familie bin. Es genügt vielleicht zu sagen, dass ich der
Schandfleck der Familie bin.« »Mir erscheint es merkwürdig, dass gerade Sie Ihrer Familie Schande
bereiten sollten«, bemerkte der Journalist. »Worin haben Sie denn, wie man bei Prüfungen zu sagen
pflegte, Ihren Lehrern Schande gemacht?« Null Papier Verlag www.null-papier.deThis book explores the
making of robots in labs at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). It examines the cultural
ideas that go into the making of robots, and the role of fiction in co-constructing the technological
practices of the robotic scientists. The book engages with debates in anthropological theorizing
regarding the way that robots are reimagined as intelligent, autonomous and social and weaved into lived
social realities. Richardson charts the move away from the “worker” robot of the 1920s to the “social”
one of the 2000s, as robots are reimagined as companions, friends and therapeutic agents."A
sophisticated yet playful celebration of all things macabre, morbid and marvelous . . . Bannatyne makes
a great case for celebrating Halloween everyday, all year long. . . . It's an energetic, thorough and
breathless salute to everyone's favorite horror holiday." -Chris Alexander, editor in chief, Fangoria
magazine "No one else has delved so deeply-and lovingly-into the mysteries of Halloween." -Dr. Jeanne
Keyes Youngson, president and founder, the Vampire Empire It took two years of investigative work for
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Halloween authority Lesley Pratt Bannatyne to add a fifth book to her collection. Traveling across the
country, she visited and talked with fanatics and fang makers, professional haunters, registered
mediums, psychologists, and Halloween enthusiasts ranging from NPR's Garrison Keillor to Incubus
guitarist Mike Einziger and The Simpsons' "Treehouse of Horror" writer Mike Reiss to find out what the
increasingly popular holiday means to people and how they celebrate it. Through the course of her
research, Bannatyne attended a seance for Houdini, a Samhain ritual gathering, a World Zombie Day event,
and the Haunted Attraction National Tradeshow and Convention (HAuNTcon). Diving right into the heart of
how fear turned into a form of entertainment, she asks hard-hitting questions: What kind of community
does twenty-first-century Halloween create? Why are we so afraid of dead bodies? In the battle between
Christmas and Halloween fought by Zombie Clauses, who deserves to win?When Technocultures Collide
provides rich and diverse studies of collision courses between technologically inspired subcultures and
the corporate and governmental entities they seek to undermine. The adventures and exploits of computer
hackers, phone phreaks, urban explorers, calculator and computer collectors, “CrackBerry” users, whistleblowers, Yippies, zinsters, roulette cheats, chess geeks, and a range of losers and tinkerers feature
prominently in this volume. Gary Genosko analyzes these practices for their remarkable diversity and
their innovation and leaps of imagination. He assesses the results of a number of operations, including
the Canadian stories of Mafiaboy, Jeff Chapman of Infiltration, and BlackBerry users. The author
provides critical accounts of highly specialized attributes, such as the prospects of deterritorialized
computer mice and big toe computing, the role of electrical grid hacks in urban technopolitics, and
whether info-addiction and depression contribute to tactical resistance. Beyond resistance, however, the
goal of this work is to find examples of technocultural autonomy in the minor and marginal cultural
productions of small cultures, ethico-poetic diversions, and sustainable withdrawals with genuine
therapeutic potential to surpass accumulation, debt, and competition. The dangers and joys of these
struggles for autonomy are underlined in studies of RIM’s BlackBerry and Julian Assange’s WikiLeaks
website.Leading with Aesthetics provides an interdisciplinary perspective of the importance of the
aesthetic dimension in organizational change and leadership, richly illustrated by a book-length case
study and analysis of Charles M. Vest, MIT’s president, and his leadership team between 1990 and
2004.Mitnick führt den Leser in die Denk- und Handlungsweise des Social Engineering ein, beschreibt
konkrete Betrugsszenarien und zeigt eindrucksvoll die dramatischen Konsequenzen, die sich daraus
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ergeben. Dabei nimmt Mitnick sowohl die Perspektive des Angreifers als auch des Opfers ein und erklärt
damit sehr eindrucksvoll, wieso die Täuschung so erfolgreich war - und wie man sich effektiv dagegen
schützen kann.Alternative and Activist New Media provides a rich and accessible overview of the ways in
which activists, artists, and citizen groups around the world use new media and information technologies
to gain visibility and voice, present alternative or marginal views, share their own DIY information
systems and content, and otherwise resist, talk back to, or confront dominant media culture. Today, a
lively and contentious cycle of capture, cooptation, and subversion of information, content, and system
design marks the relationship between the mainstream ‘center’ and the interactive, participatory ‘edges’
of media culture. Five principal forms of alternative and activist new media projects are introduced,
including the characteristics that make them different from more conventional media forms and content.
The book traces the historical roots of these projects in alternative media, social movements, and
activist art, including analyses of key case studies and links to relevant electronic resources.
Alternative and Activist New Media will be a useful addition to any course on new media and society, and
essential for readers interested in new media activism.A pioneering neuroscientist argues that we are
more than our brains To many, the brain is the seat of personal identity and autonomy. But the way we
talk about the brain is often rooted more in mystical conceptions of the soul than in scientific fact.
This blinds us to the physical realities of mental function. We ignore bodily influences on our
psychology, from chemicals in the blood to bacteria in the gut, and overlook the ways that the
environment affects our behavior, via factors varying from subconscious sights and sounds to the
weather. As a result, we alternately overestimate our capacity for free will or equate brains to
inorganic machines like computers. But a brain is neither a soul nor an electrical network: it is a
bodily organ, and it cannot be separated from its surroundings. Our selves aren't just inside our heads
-- they're spread throughout our bodies and beyond. Only once we come to terms with this can we grasp
the true nature of our humanity.What are we to make of our digital social lives and the forces that
shape it? Should we feel fortunate to experience such networked connectivity? Are we privileged to have
access to unimaginable amounts of information? Is it easier to work in a digital global economy? Or is
our privacy and freedom under threat from digital surveillance? Our security and welfare being put at
risk? Our politics undermined by hidden algorithms and misinformation? Written by a distinguished group
of leading scholars from around the world, the Routledge Handbook of Digital Media and Communication
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provides a comprehensive, unique, and multidisciplinary exploration of this rapidly growing and vibrant
field of study. The Handbook adopts a three-part structural framework for understanding the
sociocultural impact of digital media: the artifacts or physical devices and systems that people use to
communicate; the communicative practices in which they engage to use those devices, express themselves,
and share meaning; and the organizational and institutional arrangements, structures, or formations that
develop around those practices and artifacts. Comprising a series of essay-chapters on a wide range of
topics, this volume crystallizes current knowledge, provides historical context, and critically
articulates the challenges and implications of the emerging dominance of the network and normalization
of digitally mediated relations. Issues explored include the power of algorithms, digital currency,
gaming culture, surveillance, social networking, and connective mobilization. More than a reference
work, this Handbook delivers a comprehensive, authoritative overview of the state of new media
scholarship and its most important future directions that will shape and animate current debates.Essays
discuss the terminology, etymology, and history of key terms, offering a foundation for critical
historical studies of games. Even as the field of game studies has flourished, critical historical
studies of games have lagged behind other areas of research. Histories have generally been fact-by-fact
chronicles; fundamental terms of game design and development, technology, and play have rarely been
examined in the context of their historical, etymological, and conceptual underpinnings. This volume
attempts to “debug” the flawed historiography of video games. It offers original essays on key concepts
in game studies, arranged as in a lexicon—from “Amusement Arcade” to “Embodiment” and “Game Art” to
“Simulation” and “World Building.” Written by scholars and practitioners from a variety of disciplines,
including game development, curatorship, media archaeology, cultural studies, and technology studies,
the essays offer a series of distinctive critical “takes” on historical topics. The majority of essays
look at game history from the outside in; some take deep dives into the histories of play and simulation
to provide context for the development of electronic and digital games; others take on such
technological components of games as code and audio. Not all essays are history or historical
etymology—there is an analysis of game design, and a discussion of intellectual property—but they
nonetheless raise questions for historians to consider. Taken together, the essays offer a foundation
for the emerging study of game history. Contributors Marcelo Aranda, Brooke Belisle, Caetlin BensonAllott, Stephanie Boluk, Jennifer deWinter, J. P. Dyson, Kate Edwards, Mary Flanagan, Jacob Gaboury,
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William Gibbons, Raiford Guins, Erkki Huhtamo, Don Ihde, Jon Ippolito, Katherine Isbister, Mikael
Jakobsson, Steven E. Jones, Jesper Juul, Eric Kaltman, Matthew G. Kirschenbaum, Carly A. Kocurek, Peter
Krapp, Patrick LeMieux, Henry Lowood, Esther MacCallum-Stewart, Ken S. McAllister, Nick Monfort, David
Myers, James Newman, Jenna Ng, Michael Nitsche, Laine Nooney, Hector Postigo, Jas Purewal, Reneé H.
Reynolds, Judd Ethan Ruggill, Marie-Laure Ryan, Katie Salen Tekinba?, Anastasia Salter, Mark Sample,
Bobby Schweizer, John Sharp, Miguel Sicart, Rebecca Elisabeth Skinner, Melanie Swalwell, David Thomas,
Samuel Tobin, Emma Witkowski, Mark J.P. WolfThe greatest leaders and geniuses in history were mischief
makers. They were the brave women who looked at how unfair the world was and said, “I can do better than
that.” They were the stalwart men who saw stupidity and asked, “Why do we have to do it that way?” And
they were the delightful children who ganged up on the neighborhood bully and hit him with wet noodles
until he said, “Uncle!” Yes, history's mischief makers had the courage to point out that things like
slavery, global warming, and turtleneck sweaters are bad. And they also pulled off some of the greatest
hoaxes and practical jokes of all time. Their achievements include the Boston Tea Party, the “War of the
Worlds” radio broadcast of 1938, and the Cheese Whiz Disaster of 2008. In honor of them, we introduce
The Pocket Guide to Mischief, the perfect addition to any prankster's collection, as well as a funfilled how-to for the budding troublemaker in all of us.This carefully crafted ebook is formatted for
your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents. Captain America: Civil War is a 2016
American superhero film based on the Marvel Comics character Captain America, produced by Marvel Studios
and distributed by Walt Disney Studios Motion Pictures. It is the sequel to 2011's Captain America: The
First Avenger and 2014's Captain America: The Winter Soldier, and the thirteenth film of the Marvel
Cinematic Universe (MCU). The film is directed by Anthony and Joe Russo, with a screenplay by
Christopher Markus & Stephen McFeely, and features an ensemble cast, including Chris Evans, Robert
Downey Jr., Scarlett Johansson, Sebastian Stan, Anthony Mackie, Don Cheadle, Jeremy Renner, Chadwick
Boseman, Paul Bettany, Elizabeth Olsen, Paul Rudd, Emily VanCamp, Tom Holland, Frank Grillo, William
Hurt, and Daniel Brühl. In Captain America: Civil War, disagreement over international oversight of the
Avengers fractures them into opposing factions—one led by Steve Rogers and the other by Tony Stark. This
book has been derived from Wikipedia: it contains the entire text of the title Wikipedia article + the
entire text of all the 634 related (linked) Wikipedia articles to the title article. This book does not
contain illustrations.A lively introduction to MIT hacks, from the police car on the Great Dome to the
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abduction of the Caltech cannon. An MIT "hack" is an ingenious, benign, and anonymous prank or practical
joke, often requiring engineering or scientific expertise and often pulled off under cover of
darkness—instances of campus mischief sometimes coinciding with April Fool's Day, final exams, or
commencement. (It should not be confused with the sometimes non-benign phenomenon of computer hacking.)
Noteworthy MIT hacks over the years include the legendary Harvard–Yale Football Game Hack (when a
weather balloon emblazoned “MIT” popped out of the ground near the 50-yard line), the campus police car
found perched on the Great Dome, the apparent disappearance of the Institute president's office, and a
faux cathedral (complete with stained glass windows, organ, and wedding ceremony) in a lobby. Hacks are
by their nature ephemeral, although they live on in the memory of both perpetrators and spectators.
Nightwork, drawing on the MIT Museum's unique collection of hack-related photographs and other
materials, describes and documents the best of MIT's hacks and hacking culture. This generously
illustrated updated edition has added coverage of such recent hacks as the cross-country abduction of
rival Caltech's cannon (a prank requiring months of planning, intricate choreography, and last-minute
improvisation), a fire truck on the Dome that marked the fifth anniversary of 9/11, and numerous pokes
at the celebrated Frank Gehry-designed Stata Center, and even a working solar-powered Red Line subway
car on the Great Dome. Hacks have been said to express the essence of MIT, providing, as alumnus Andre
DeHon observes, "an opportunity to demonstrate creativity and know-how in mastering the physical world."
What better way to mark the 150th anniversary of MIT's founding than to commemorate its native ingenuity
with this new edition of Nightwork?Cybercrime is a very real threat in our Internet-connected society.
This anthology provides your readers with a solid base of knowledge on cybercrime and provides resources
that help to develop critical thinking skills. The essays in this volume offer a broad array of
viewpoints. Students are encouraged to see the validity of divergent opinions, so that they may
understand issues inclusively. A question-and-response format prompts readers to examine complex issues
from multiple viewpoints. Readers will debate whether cybercrime poses a serious problem for U.S.
security, whether cybercrime against individuals is a serious problem, and what should be done to
protect internet users from cybercrime.Wall Street Journal ?????? ??? ????? ????? ?? ???? ??????? ?????,
???????????? ? ?????????. ??????, ?????????????, ????????????? ? ???????? ??????? ? ??? ??? ?
?????????????, ???????????????? ????????????? ? ?????.? ????? ???????? ??????? ?????????? ? ????? ??? ?
???????? ??????, ??????? ????????? ???? ????????, ???????? ?? ?????? ? ???????, ?? ???, ??? ?? ??????, ?
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???, ??? ? ???? ??????????. ?? ???????????? ???? ? ??????????, ?????? ??? «???????» ? ????? ?????.
????????????? ? ?????????? ???? ???????? ?????????? ????? ?????? ?? ???? ????? ? ???????????? ? ???,
????? ?????? ??????? ?????????? ????? ? ???????? ????????????? ???? ????????? ???????? ? ?????? ???
????, ??? ?? ????.Before the term hacking became associated with computers, MIT undergraduates used it
to describe any activity that took their minds off studying, suggested an unusual solution to a
technical problem, or generally fostered nondestructive mischief. The MIT hacking culture has given us
such treasures as police cars and cows on the Great Dome, a disappearing door to the President's office,
and the commencement game of "Al Gore Buzzword Bingo." Hacks can be technical, physical, virtual, or
verbal. Often the underlying motivation is to conquer the inaccessible and make possible the improbable.
Hacks can express dissatisfaction with local culture or with administrative decisions, but mostly they
are remarkably good-spirited. They are also by definition ephemeral. Fortunately, the MIT Museum has
amassed a unique collection of hack-related pictures, reports, and remnants. "Nightwork collects the
best materials from this collection, to entertain innocent bystanders and inspire new generations of
practitioners.Profiles history's notable tricksters--from P.T. Barnum to Stephen Colbert--and their
spectacles from the 1600s to the present, considering how pranksters have used humor to expose larger
truths and, on occasion, incited social change.Presents a collection of tips and techniques for getting
the most out of Amazon.com, covering such topics as browsing and searching, community features, selling
through Amazon, and Amazon Web services.A detailed work of reference and scholarship, this one volume
Encyclopedia includes discussions of all the fundamental issues in Tolkien scholarship written by the
leading scholars in the field. Coverage not only presents the most recent scholarship on J. R. R.
Tolkien, but also introduces and explores the author and scholar's life and work within their historical
and cultural contexts. Tolkien's fiction and his sources of influence are examined along with his
artistic and academic achievements- including his translations of medieval texts- teaching posts,
linguistic works, and the languages he created. The 550 alphabetically arranged entries fall within the
following categories of topics: adaptations; art and illustrations; characters in Tolkien's work;
critical history and scholarship; influence of Tolkien; languages; biography; literary sources;
literature; creatures and peoples of Middle-earth; objects in Tolkien's work; places in Tolkien's work;
reception of Tolkien; medieval scholars; scholarship by Tolkien; medieval literature; stylistic
elements; themes in Tolkien's works; Theological/ philosophical concepts and philosophers; Tolkien's
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contemporary history and culture; works of literature.Covering topics ranging from web filters to laws
aimed at preventing the flow of information, this book explores freedom—and censorship—of the Internet
and considers the advantages and disadvantages of policies at each end of the spectrum. • Introduces key
concepts and traces the evolution of Internet censorship from its earliest days • Shows how anticensorship groups—including the American Civil Liberties Union, the OpenNet Initiative, Reporters
Without Borders, Anonymous, WikiLeaks, and the Censorware Project—band together to fight for freedom of
information • Explores the role of American businesses in facilitating Internet censorship abroad •
Shares opinions on Internet freedom versus Internet censorship from experts in a range of fields,
including criminology, political science, philosophy, and psychology • Includes an overview of Internet
usage and penetration rates by region and an examination of the Freedom on the Net 2012 findingsPublic
discourse, from pop culture to political rhetoric, portrays hackers as deceptive, digital villains. But
what do we actually know about them? In Hacked, Kevin F. Steinmetz explores what it means to be a hacker
and the nuances of hacker culture. Through extensive interviews with hackers, observations of hacker
communities, and analyses of hacker cultural products, Steinmetz demystifies the figure of the hacker
and situates the practice of hacking within the larger political and economic structures of capitalism,
crime, and control.This captivating book challenges many of the common narratives of hackers, suggesting
that not all forms of hacking are criminal and, contrary to popular opinion, the broader hacker
community actually plays a vital role in our information economy. Hacked thus explores how governments,
corporations, and other institutions attempt to manage hacker culture through the creation of ideologies
and laws that protect powerful economic interests. Not content to simply critique the situation,
Steinmetz ends his work by providing actionable policy recommendations that aim to redirect the focus
from the individual to corporations, governments, and broader social issues. A compelling study, Hacked
helps us understand not just the figure of the hacker, but also digital crime and social control in our
high-tech society.Cybercrime: A Reference Handbook documents the history of computer hacking from free
long distance phone calls to virtual espionage to worries of a supposed "cyber apocalypse," and provides
accessible information everyone should know.The mall is so old school—these days kids are hanging out on
YouTube, and depending on whom you ask, they're either forging the digital frontier or frittering away
their childhoods in anti-intellectual solipsism. Kids on YouTube cuts through the hype, going behind the
scenes to understand kids' everyday engagement with new media. Debunking the stereotype of the self-
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taught computer whiz, new media scholar and filmmaker Patricia G. Lange describes the collaborative
social networks kids use to negotiate identity and develop digital literacy on the 'Tube. Her long-term
ethnographic studies also cover peer-based and family-driven video-making dynamics, girl geeks, civic
engagement, and representational ethics. This book makes key contributions to new media studies,
communication, science and technology studies, digital anthropology, and informal education.
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